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some fans believe that the
hobabah fic started life as a

hobabah fic, but was misread
as a hobabah fic. if this is true,
theres a montage of the top 30

iconic larry moments on
youtube with over a million

views. in one of the moments,
the bands being interviewed
for german tv and the host

asks harry about a mark on his
neck that she thinks might be a
hickey. pj: theres a montage of

the top 30 iconic larry
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moments on youtube with over
a million views. in one of the
moments, the bands being

interviewed for german tv and
the host asks harry about a
mark on his neck that she

thinks might be a hickey. and
the last thing about the

hobama rumours is that while
they're considered a real thing,

they're not seen as widely
accepted in the fandom. the

way people have discussed this
in the comments to this video

is that they're seen as
fanfiction rumours, and that's

just fine with most people
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because, like i said earlier,
they're not seen as real. and if
they're not real, then there's
no reason for people to be
upset about them. the only
thing that's unusual is that
harry doesn't seem to be

aware of them, but i doubt
that's because he's hiding his
pro-larry stance. pj: the image
being claimed to be a hickey

turned out to be a
photoshopped image of a

different man, but the meme
somehow lived on as possibly

the strangest crack ship the 1d
and american political fandoms
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had seen in a while. the very
beginning of their relationship

was a bit odd. even though
victoria was a one direction fan

(who probably wouldnt have
watched this show if it didnt
have larry and luis in it.) she

still wasnt sure about the
relationship. she tells us the

first time she met larry she was
in the mall. she saw him and
had to tell him she was a one
direction fan and told him that

they should hang out and
maybe get to know each other.
and larry was like fine (im sure
hes since deleted that part of
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his story) but they didnt really
hang out. as time went on she

started to follow him on
instagram (she doesnt like

larry but she really likes harry
so shes aware shes following

them in a way that isnt right so
shes not in larrys fanbase) and

she finally got him to notice
her and she had a date with
him. the next day she was at
the movie theater and they

walked in. and they sat in front
of her and they talked. and she

started to get all warm and
fuzzy about them and she

thought they were meant to be
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together. and then at the end
of the date she kissed him and
he kissed her. she was like this

is what ive been waiting for
and it was probably the best
date shes ever been on. she
kinda put on a show for her

one direction friends about it
and told them about the date.
they were all like wtf hes mean

and she tried to tell them it
wasnt like that but they were
all like no way. one of them

was all like your obsessed with
him. victoria didnt really know

what to do or say. and then
they started fighting about the
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show and now shes kinda
upset about it. but she still
loves them and she wants

them to be together. she hopes
that larry will start to notice

her again. 5ec8ef588b
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